Art has always held an ambiguous position in human society: on the one hand it has been exploited for promotional use and revered as a stand-in for the entity it represents; on the other hand, its ability to question dogmatic authorities by appealing to an individual's innermost instincts and thoughts has made it a threatening and seditious force to be reckoned with. As a result, numerous studies on the impact of art and visions on society, authority, and our perception of reality have emerged and taken many forms of interdisciplinary inquiry (such as "literature and the visual arts", "culture studies", "cross-cultural image studies" or "law and imagery", to mention a few). As a confirmation of this, the subversive power of art, in the form of suppressed colours and controversial portraits, is at the heart of Tracy Chevalier's novel The Virgin Blue (1997). In fact, in Chevalier's novels art is perceived as "a powerful source both of instability and stability, for it can and often does subvert or otherwise alter our commitments, and thereby our deeply entrenched ways of seeing and organizing the world. And while this can produce conflicts, it can also resolve them" (Novitz 13). The protagonists' lives are dominated by a strong patriarchal society that suppresses the voices of those who do not pertain to politically privileged categories. Art therefore is the force that leads such characters to leave the paths that had been assigned to them by custom and seek out their own future.
Marie) or during their life (like in Ella's case). In fact, rather than separating her from the community like during Isabelle's lifetime, Ella's gradual change of hair from being dark to a coppery colouring becomes another tangible tie to her newfound ancestors and country, for she is told that "You look more French" (Virgin Blue 151). From that moment on, she is also called La Rousse: 'It's a Cevenol nickname for a girl with red hair … 'They used to call the Virgin La Rousse because they thought she had red hair'" (Virgin Blue 113).
The circle hereby closes itself, as red hair reassumes it original Marian connotations. The times have changed and Medieval prejudices step aside to allow "La Rousse" to become an affectionate nickname and beloved albeit mysterious colour once again. It also enables the protagonists to leave a strong and lasting impression. Although Marie's life ends tragically and Jacob is compelled to leave his family, the Virgin's blue returns centuries later thanks to the artist Nicolas Tournier, whose relation to the family is only recognized and acknowledged by Ella, who claims "I would have never guessed there had been a painter in the family" (Virgin Blue 63) and finally finds the place where she belongs.
Isabelle's subtle but unwavering and emotional presence and resistance to the undermining of her faith permit her to subtly transmit the maternal love that was instilled in her by the detested red of her hair and blue of the Virgin to those she loved and to Ella, her future self. Ella in her own time also subverts the conventions of the provincial French town she is living in by drastically changing her life and freeing herself from others' opinions after discovering the liberating emotions of her family legacy. Colours oppose and are suppressed by the world of power and masculine domination but gradually resurface and allow both women to find their own paths in life. Tracy Chevalier's novel therefore proves that while images may be physically destroyed and force may usurp their role, in the end the "old ways" always prevail if those heralding their values manage to undermine the present oppressive forces through their actions.
In conclusion, what makes art unique in all of its forms is the fact that this knowledge is not of the traditional universal sort as the word usually indicates. Tracy Chevalier makes this evident by telling the stories of women who manage to completely change their apparently predetermined destinies and disadvantageous situations through art, by means of colours and their hidden meanings. Such women in fact either invalidate negative social prejudices by proving their worth like in The Virgin ISSN 1847-7755 13
[1] "colour benefits from the significant value that an artist can endow it with. If the drawing is readily perceived as the most intellectual part of pictorial art to which the spirit addresses itself, then colour is often associated to the soul and to the passions, i.e. the most irrational and profound parts of the human psyche". (my translation)
[2] "colour is not only a natural phenomenon, but also a complex cultural construction that eludes generalisation, if not even analyses, and presents problems that are difficult to solve". (my translation)
[3] "Society is what "makes" colour, endows it with a definition and a meaning, construes its codexes and values, and establishes its uses and the fields for its application". (my translation)
[4] "Before, Mary could be dressed in any colour in images, but it was almost always in dark colours:
black, grey, brown, purple, blue or dark green. The dominating idea was that of a colour of affliction, a colour of mourning: the Virgin mourns her dead son on the Cross....However, in the middle of the XII century this palette was gradually reduced and blue tended to absolve the role of being the Marian colour of mourning by itself. Moreover, it became lighter and more seductive:
from being dull and dark as it was for many centuries, it has become more decisive and luminous".
(my translation)
